Abstract This paper provides a comprehensive literature survey on the evolving Spiking Neural Network (eSNN) architecture since its introduction in 2006 as a further extension of the ECoS paradigm introduced by Kasabov in 1998. We summarize the functioning of the method, discuss several of its extensions and present a number of applications in which the eSNN method was employed. We focus especially on some proposed extensions that allow the processing of spatio-temporal data and for feature and parameter optimisation of eSNN models to achieve better accuracy on classification/prediction problems and to facilitate new knowledge discovery. Finally, some open problems are discussed and future directions highlighted.
Introduction
Evolving connectionist systems (ECoS) are modular connectionist-based systems that evolve their structure and functionality in a continuous, self-organised, on-line, adaptive, interactive way from incoming information [30-34, 36, 43, 53, 54] . ECoS can learn both data and knowledge in a supervised and/or unsupervised way. They can learn incrementally single data items or chunks of data and also incrementally change their input features [53, 54] . Elements of ECoS have been proposed as part of the classical Neural Network (NN) models [20] , such as SOM [45] , RBF [3] , Fuzzy ARTMap [7] , Growing neural gas [16] , neuro-fuzzy systems [48] , and RAN [56] . Other ECoS models, along with their applications, have been reported in [36, 1, 2, 24, 72, 82] . Here we will briefly illustrate the concepts of ECoS on two implementations, EFuNN [32] and DENFIS [43] (see also [30, 31, 33, 34, 36, 53, 54] .
ECoS learn local models from data through clustering of the data and associating a local output function for each cluster represented in a connectionist structure. Clusters of data are created based on similarity between data samples either in the input space or in both the input and output space. the first case is implemented in some of the ECoS models, e.g., the dynamic evolving neuro-fuzzy inference system DEN-FIS [34, 36, 43] , while the second case is part of the EFuNN models [32] [33] [34] 36] . Samples that have a distance to an existing node (cluster centre, rule node) less than a certain threshold are allocated to the same cluster. Samples that do not fit into existing clusters, form new clusters. Cluster centres are continuously adjusted according to new data samples, and new clusters are created incrementally.
ECoS learn from data and automatically create or update a local output function for each cluster, the function being represented in the connection weights, thus creating local models. Different functionalities of ECoS have been introduced and studied in [32-34, 36, 43] such as: on-line or off-line neuron aggregation and pruning; "sleep"-learning; fuzzy rule extraction and rule adaptation (see also [35] ); using SVM as local models [46] ; evolutionary optimisation of features and parameters of ECoS [35] ; and others. Applications of ECoS span across domain areas [34, 36] , e.g. bioinformatics (see also [37] ); speech and image processing; multimodal audio-visual information processing; ecological modelling; robot control (see also [25] ); personalised modelling [71, 42] ; neuroinformatics and brain study. Software environment Neucom has been developed to include some of the ECoS methods 1 . A detailed survey on ECoS can be found in [82] .
While the classical ECoS uses a simple sigmoid model of a neuron, the further developed evolving spiking neural network (eSNN) architecture uses a spiking neuron model for which similar ECoS principles and applications are applicable. The aim of this paper is to present the current stateof-the-art of the eSNN method first introduced in [90] . In the next section, we present the working principle of eSNN along with all its components. Then, we highlight numerous extensions of the original method, followed by a discussion of notable applications. Finally, we conclude this survey by addressing future research directions of eSNN.
Evolving Spiking Neural Network
The desire to better understand the remarkable information processing capabilities of the mammalian brain has recently led to the development of more complex and biologically plausible connectionist models, namely spiking neural networks (SNN). See e.g. [18] for a comprehensive standard text on the material. These models use trains of spikes as internal information representation rather than continuous variables. Nowadays, many studies attempt to use SNN for practical applications, some of them demonstrating very promising results in solving complex real world problems.
Based on the ECoS methodology, an evolving spiking neural network architecture (eSNN) was proposed in [90, 36] that was initially designed as a visual pattern recognition system. Other studies have utilised eSNN as a general classification method, e.g. in the context of classifying water and wine samples [70] . The first eSNNs were based on the Thorpe's neural model [78] , in which the importance of early spikes (after the onset of a certain stimulus) is boosted called rank-order coding and learning. Synaptic plasticity is employed by a fast supervised one-pass learning algorithm that is explained as part of this section. Following eSNN architectures used both rank-order and time-based learning methods to account for spatio-temporal data [41, 52] .
In the next sections, Thorpe's neural model and the spike encoding principle used in eSNN are presented, followed by the description of the one-pass learning method and the overall functioning of the eSNN method. Finally, a variety of applications based on the eSNN architecture is surveyed and summarized.
Neural model
A simplified Leaky Integrate-and-Fire (LIF) model was formally proposed in [78] . However, the general idea of the model can be traced back to publications as early as 1990 [73] . This model lacks the post-synaptic potential leakage. The spike response of a neuron depends only on the arrival time of pre-synaptic spikes. The importance of early spikes is boosted and affects the post-synaptic potential more strongly than later spikes. This concept is very interesting due to the fact that the brain is able to compute even complex tasks quickly and reliably. For example, the human brain requires for the processing of visual data only approximately 150ms [74, 76] , see also a similar study on rapid visual categorisation of natural and artificial objects [81] . Since it is known that this type of computation is partly sequential and several parts of the brain involving millions of neurons participate in the computation, it has been argued in [77] and [74] that each neuron has time and energy to emit only very few spikes that can actually contribute to the processing of the input. As a consequence, few spikes per neuron are biologically sufficient to solve a highly complex recognition task in realtime.
Similar to other models, the dynamics of the Thorpe model are described by the dynamics of the post-synaptic potential u i (t) of a neuron i:
where w ji is the weight of a pre-synaptic neuron j, f (j) is the firing time of j, and 0 < m i < 1 is a parameter of the model, namely the modulation factor. Function order(j) represents the rank of the spike emitted by neuron j. For example, a rank order(j) = 0 would be assigned if neuron j is the first among all pre-synaptic neurons of i that emits a spike. In a similar fashion, the spikes of all pre-synaptic neurons are ranked and then used in the computation of u i . A neuron i fires a spike when its potential reaches a certain threshold ϑ. After emitting a spike, the potential resets to u i = 0. Each neuron is allowed to emit only a single spike at most. The threshold ϑ = c u max is set to a fraction 0 < c < 1 of the maximum potential u max reachable for a neuron. Figure 1 presents the change of the post-synaptic potential for the Thorpe neural model if a series of input spikes stimulates the neuron through different synapses. These simplifications allow a very fast real-time simulation of large networks. Due to its low computational costs this model was mainly used for studying image and speech recognition methods involving thousands of connected neurons (e.g. [14] and [79] ). Many studies have investigated the Thorpe model, e.g. for face recognition [80] and [12] .
Neural encoding
In order to classify real-valued datasets, each data sample, i.e. a vector of real-valued elements, is mapped into a sequence of spikes using a certain neural encoding technique. In the context of eSNN, the so-called rank order population encoding is employed, but other encoding may be suitable as well. The neural encoding technique is described in detail in [61, 65] . We summarize it here for the sake of completeness. Rank order population encoding is an extension of the rank order encoding introduced in [78] . It allows the mapping of vectors of real-valued elements into a sequence of spikes. An implementation based on arrays of receptive fields is firstly described in [6] . Receptive fields allow the encoding of continuous values by using a collection of neurons with overlapping sensitivity profiles. Each input variable is encoded independently by a group of M one-dimensional receptive fields. For a variable n an interval [I n min , I
n max ] is defined. The Gaussian receptive field of neuron i is given by its centre µ i
and width σ:
with 1 ≤ β ≤ 2. Parameter β directly controls the width of each Gaussian receptive field. Figure 2 depicts an example encoding of a single variable. For the diagram, β = 2 was used, the input interval [I n min , I
n max ] was set to [−1.5, 1.5], and M = 5 receptive fields were used.
More information on rank order coding strategies can be found in [55] and the accompanying article [12] . Very interesting is also the review on rapid spike-based processing strategies in the context of image recognition presented in [75] , where most work on the Thorpe neural model and rank order coding is summarised. Rank order coding was also explored for speech recognition problems [49] and is a core part of the eSNN architecture. 
Learning
The eSNN learning algorithm was first described in [90] . Here, we provide a revised description that was first introduced in [61] . The topology of eSNN is strictly feed-forward and may be organised in several layers. Weight modification only occurs on the connections between the neurons of the output layer and the neurons of either hidden layer or the input layer.
The aim of the learning method is to create output neurons, each of them labelled with a certain class label l ∈ L. The number and value of class labels depends on the classification problem to solve, i.e. L corresponds to the set of class labels of the given dataset. After presenting a certain input sample to the network, the corresponding spike train is propagated through the SNN which may result in the firing of certain output neurons. It is also possible that no output neuron is activated and the network remains silent. In this case, the classification result is undetermined. If one or more output neurons have emitted a spike, the neuron with the shortest response time among all activated output neurons is determined, i.e. the output neuron with the earliest spike time. The label of this neuron represents the classification result for the presented input sample.
The learning algorithm successively creates a repository of trained output neurons during the presentation of training samples. For each class label l ∈ L an individual repository is evolved. The procedure is described in detail in Algorithm 1. For each training sample i with class label l ∈ L a new output neuron is created and fully connected to the previous layer of neurons resulting in a real-valued weight vector w (i) , with w (i) j ∈ R denoting the connection between the pre-synaptic neuron j and the created neuron i. In the
Algorithm 1 Training an evolving spiking neural network (eSNN)
Require: m l , s l , c l for a class label l ∈ L 1: initialise neuron repository R l = {} 2: for all samples X (i) belonging to class l do 3:
w (k) ← merge w (i) and w (k) according to Equation 7 8:
else 10:
end if 12: end for next step, the input spikes are propagated through the network and the value of weight w (i) j is computed according to the order of spike transmission through a synapse j, cf. line 3 in Algorithm 1:
Parameter m l is the modulation factor of the Thorpe neural model. Differently labelled output neurons may have different modulation factors m l . Function order(j) represents the rank of the spike emitted by neuron j. For example, a rank order(j) = 0 would be assigned, if neuron j is the first among all pre-synaptic neurons of i that emits a spike. In a similar fashion the spikes of all pre-synaptic neurons are ranked and then used in the computation of the weights. The firing threshold ϑ (i) of the created neuron i is defined as the fraction c l ∈ R, 0 < c l < 1, of the maximal possible potential u 
The fraction c l is a parameter of the model and for each class label l ∈ L a different fraction can be specified. The weight vector of the trained neuron is then compared to the ones of neurons that are already stored neurons in the repository, cf. line 6 in Algorithm 1. If the minimal Euclidean distance between the weight vectors of the neuron i and an existing neuron k is smaller than a specified similarity threshold s l , the two neurons are considered too "similar" and both the firing thresholds and the weight vectors are merged according to 2 :
2 In [61] a slightly different definition of the firing threshold was introduced that deviates from the original description presented in [90] .
Integer N denotes the number of samples previously used to update neuron k. The merging is implemented as the (running) average of the connection weights, and the (running) average of the two firing thresholds. After the merging, the trained neuron i is discarded and the next sample processed. If no other neuron in the repository is similar to the trained neuron i, the neuron i is added to the repository as a new output neuron. Fig. 3 : Schematic illustration of the evolving spiking neural network architecture (eSNN). Real-valued vector elements are mapped into the time domain using rank order population encoding based on Gaussian receptive fields. As a consequence of this transformation input neurons emit spikes at pre-defined firing times, invoking the one-pass learning algorithm of the eSNN. The learning iteratively creates repositories of output neurons, one repository for each class. Here a two-class problem is presented. Due to the evolving nature of the network, it is possible to accumulate knowledge as it becomes available, without the requirement of re-training with already learnt samples, which is one of the ECoS principles. Figure 3 depicts the eSNN architecture. Due to the incremental evolution of output neurons, it is possible to accumulate knowledge as it becomes available. Hence, a trained network is able to learn new data without the need of re-training on already learnt samples as it is in all ECoS models.
Integrated feature selection and parameter optimization
A number of studies have extended the eSNN architecture in which a mechanism of automatically optimizing the features of the given dataset along with most of the eSNN parameters was proposed. In the next sections, we survey the Quantuminspired eSNN framework QiSNN [61] and the Dynamic Quantum-inspired Particle Swarm Optimized eSNN method eSNN-DQiPSO [22] .
QiSNN
The successful application of eSNN to a specific classification problem requires the identification of a suitable parameter set for the neural model and the learning method. In [61] , an evolutionary algorithm was suggested to automatically optimize the network parameters. Simultaneously, the algorithm was also used to identify feature subsets that maximize the classification accuracy of eSNN. In this section, we summarize the findings of this work along with some notable extensions and applications.
The eSNN extension presented in [61] combines a binary optimization algorithm, namely the Versatile Quantuminspired Evolutionary Algorithm (vQEA) [9] , with an eSNN. vQEA is a probabilistic approach in which a number of independent probability vectors is evolved in parallel. These vectors may interact at certain intervals with each other forming a multi-model Estimation of Distribution Algorithm (EDA) [10] . Following the wrapper approach [44] , vQEA identifies relevant feature subsets and simultaneously evolves an optimal eSNN parameter setting. Due to the quantum metaphor employed in vQEA, the architecture was named Quantum-inspired SNN (QiSNN) framework. Applied to benchmark data, the QiSNN-based feature selection reported excellent classification results and an accurate detection of relevant information in the dataset [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] . The QiSNN framework is shown in Figure 4 . The upper part of the diagram represents the eSNN classification method. Note the binary mask in the second step of the process. This mask along with a specific configuration of neural and learning parameters is passed to eSNN from the optimization method depicted in the lower part of the figure. The binary mask describes the features to be selected from a real-valued input data vector. Then, the selected features are transformed into a train of spikes using the rank order population encoding technique, see Section 2.2 for details. Following the one-pass learning procedure, the connection weights of eSNN are trained according to the given parameter set. The learning process includes the presentation of all training samples. After the learning, the classification accuracy is determined on a set of test samples. This accuracy provides a quality measure of the feature subset and the used parameter configuration. This quality feedback is passed to the employed optimization algorithm. Based on the quality, the optimizer adapts the search strategy and passes new feature subsets and configurations to eSNN for evaluation. The whole process iterates until a termination criterion is met, i.e. a satisfying classification accuracy is reached or the maximum number of iterations is exhausted.
The automatic parameter adaptation of QiSNN is a highly desirable feature since it promotes the straightforward application of the method to other problem domains. In section 4, we will present some of the applications in which QiSNN was employed for knowledge discovery.
For the simultaneous optimization of the network parameters and the feature subset, a heterogeneous search space has to be explored. A binary search space encodes the selection of specific features and a continuous search space represents the parameter space of eSNN. Therefore, the binary nature of vQEA requires the conversion of bit strings into real values which are then mapped into eSNN parameters. The use of a binary optimiser for a real-valued search space appears inappropriate for a number of reasons.
First, for the mapping of bit strings into a real value additional computational resources are necessary. Furthermore, a granularity is introduced into a continuous search interval. Even worse, neighbouring solutions in the continuous domain might not be neighbours in their binary representation. Thus, exploring the local neighbourhood of a realvalued solution may require the optimiser to flip many bits in the solution's binary representation encouraging premature convergence and promoting the well-known phenomenon of hitch-hiking [59] . For these reasons vQEA was extended towards continuous search spaces in [63] resulting in a novel Estimation of Distribution Algorithm (EDA) called the hierarchical multi-model EDA (hMM-EDA). hMM-EDA uses a continuous representation based on Gaussian distributions to optimize the parameter space of eSNN. The study presented in [65] describes the algorithm in detail and compares its performance and its characteristics to related methods.
Similar to QiSNN, the combination of hMM-EDA and eSNN forms an integrated feature and parameter optimization framework based on the eSNN classification method. The continuous representation in hMM-EDA is used to optimize the parameter space of eSNN, while the binary representation explores the feature space of the given dataset. The enhanced QiSNN was shown to converge faster, more consistently and more reliably than the original QiSNN [63, 65, 60] .
In [62] a detailed experimental analysis of the behavior and functioning of QiSNN was presented by the authors. The analysis focused on the process of the simultaneous optimization of features subsets and eSNN parameters and their interaction and mutual influences. The study also investigated the role of the neural encoding and its impact on the classification characteristics of QiSNN. Recommendations for configuring eSNN parameters that are not included in the evolutionary optimization process were given.
eSNN-DQiPSO
An approach very similar to QiSNN was presented in [21] . Instead of using hMM-EDA as employed in QiSNN, a Quantum-inspired Particle Swarm Optimizer (QiPSO) was investigated to perform both feature selection and parameter optimization of eSNN. Since QiPSO was designed as a binary optimization method, the algorithm reported optimization results comparable to the ones obtained by the original QiSNN that employed the binary optimizer vQEA. A future study should attempt a formal comparison of these two QiSNN variants.
Later a heterogeneous version of QiPSO was proposed in [22, 23] , namely the Dynamic QiPSO, that was able to explore both continuous and binary search spaces simultaneously. The method essentially combined QiPSO with a traditional PSO to explore the two search spaces in parallel. Additionally, some specialized particles were introduced in order to increase the diversity of the particle population thus counteracting premature convergence of the algorithm.
The same study also proposed another interesting variation of the eSNN classifier. Following ideas of a probabilistic neural model introduced in [38] , the probability of presence and absence of connections between input and output neurons of eSNN were also subjected to the evolutionary optimization process. The resulting probabilistic eSNNDQiPSO was studied on the two-spiral problem and reported superior classification performance compared to the deterministic eSNN.
Rule extraction from eSNN
In ECoS models each cluster of training data is represented by a cluster centre captured in a (hidden) neuron called rule node, and a local function to approximate the data in the cluster. The cluster information and the local function are represented as fuzzy rules of the form: IF x i is HIGH, i.e. data is in cluster C i THEN the function is F i where x i are input variables. Similarly, fuzzy rules can be extracted from a trained eSNN as suggested in [69] , where the output function is a class label.
Spatio-temporal pattern recognition
In this section, we describe a significant extension of the eSNN approach to allow the processing of spatio-temporal information. Many of today's data volumes are continuously updated adding an additional time dimension to the datasets. The classification of spatio-temporal patterns is a great challenge for data mining methods. Many data vectors are sequentially presented to a classification algorithm which in turn learns the mapping of this sequence to a given class label. In its original form, the eSNN model does not allow the classification of spatio-temporal data.
eSNN with dynamic synapses (deSNN)
Several new models of eSNN have been recently proposed to deal with spatio and spectro-temporal pattern recognition (SSTPR), from a single neuron layer model, to reservoirbased models. In [41, 52] dynamic synapses are added to the LIF model, where in addition to the rank-order learning based on the order of incoming spikes, the synaptic weights change in an unsupervised mode based on the time of the following incoming spikes to the post-synaptic neuron [17] . This model is called dynamic eSNN (deSNN). It is efficient in both address event representation (AER) and frame-based representation. In the former, only changes in the input information are presented as incoming spikes, asynchronously (e.g. [41] ). In the latter whole frames of input data are transferred into spikes one by one as a temporal sequence (e.g. [52] ).
When the temporal input patterns are longer (e.g. lasting for seconds) a single neuron layer structure may not be efficient in learning these sequences. In this case larger neuronal "reservoirs" would be needed.
Reservoir-based eSNN (reSNN)
A reservoir extension of the standard LIF eSNN was proposed in [68] that enables the method to process spatiotemporal information. The general idea is to add an additional layer to the network architecture that transforms the spatio-temporal input pattern into a single high-dimensional network state. The mapping of this intermediate state into a desired class label can then be learned by the one-pass learning algorithm of eSNN. The study presented an initial experimental analysis demonstrating the feasibility of this extension in principle and left a more comprehensive analysis for future studies. The idea was further developed and investigated in [67] [50] resulting in the reservoir based eSNN (reSNN) illustrated in Figure 5 . Compared to the original eSNN, the novel parts in the architecture are indicated by the highlighted boxes.
We outline the working of the method by explaining the diagram from left to right. Spatio-temporal data patterns are presented to the reSNN system in form of an ordered sequence of real-valued data vectors. In the first step, each real-value of a data vector is transformed into a spike train using a population encoding already described in section 2.2. As a result of the encoding, input neurons spike at predefined times according to the presented data vectors. The input spike trains are then fed into a spatio-temporal filter which accumulates the temporal information of all input signals into a single high-dimensional intermediate liquid state. The filter is implemented in the form of a liquid or a reservoir [50] , i.e. a recurrent SNN, for which the eSNN acts as a readout function. Since the intermediate liquid state has no temporal dimension, the one-pass learning algorithm of eSNN is able to learn the mapping of this state into a desired class label.
The study in [67] investigated the classification performance of reSNN on the real-world sign-language dataset LI-BRAS. For the simulation of the reservoir the SNN simulator Brian [19] was used. reSNN reported very promising classification accuracies which were at least comparable to results obtained by traditional neural network approaches.
Applications
The eSNN architectures described above have been used in a variety of applications that are briefly summarised here.
Visual pattern recognition
Among the earliest application of the eSNN is the visual pattern recognition system presented in [90] which extends the work of [11, 13] by including the on-line learning technique described above. In [90] and [85] the method was studied on an image dataset consisting of 400 faces of 40 different persons. The task here was to predict the class labels of presented images correctly. The system was trained on a subset of the data and then tested on the remaining samples of the data. Classification results were similar to [11, 13] with the additional advantages of the novel on-line learning method.
The main principle of this image recognition method is briefly outlined here. The neural network is composed of four layers of Thorpe neurons, each of them grouping a set of neurons into several two-dimensional maps, so-called neural maps. Information in this network is propagated in a feed-forward manner, i.e. no recurrent connections exist. An input frame in form of a grey-scale image is fed into the first neural layer (L 1 ), each pixel of the image corresponding to one neuron in a neural map of L 1 . Several neural maps may exist in this layer. The map consists of "On" and "Off" neurons that are responsible for the enhancement of the high contrast parts of the image. Each map is configured differently and thus is sensitive to different grey scales in the image. The output of this layer is transformed into the spike domain using rank order encoding as described in [78] . As a consequence of this encoding, pixels with higher contrast are prioritised in the neural processing.
The second layer, denoted L 2 , consists of orientation maps. Each map is selective for different directions, i.e. 0
• , 45 • , . . . , 315
• , and is implemented by appropriately parametrised Gabor functions. It is noted that the first two layers are passive filters that are not subject to any learning process. In the third layer, L 3 , the learning occurs using the one-pass learning method described in section 2.3. Here neural maps are created and merged according to the rules of the learning algorithm. Finally, the fourth layer, L 4 , consists of a single neuron for each output class, which accumulates opinions about the class label of a certain sequence of in-put frames. The weights between L 3 and L 4 are fixed to a constant value, usually 1, and are not subject to learning. The first L 4 neuron that is activated by the presented stimuli determines the classification result for the input. After the activation of an L 4 neuron the system stops.
Experimental evidence about the suitability of this pattern recognition system is provided in [88] along with a comparison to other typical classification methods.
In a later study another processing layer was added to the system which allows efficient multi-view visual pattern recognition [88] . The additional layer accumulates information over several different views of an image in order to reach a final decision about the associated class label of the frames. Thus, it is possible to perform an efficient online person authentication through the presentation of a short video clip to the system, although the audio information was ignored in this study.
Auditory pattern recognition
A similar network, but in an entirely different context, was investigated in [86] , where a text-independent speaker authentication system is presented. The classification task in this work consisted of the correct labelling of audio streams presented to the system. Speech signals are split into temporal frames, each containing a signal segment over a short time period. The frames are first pre-processed using the Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC) [57] and then used to invoke the eSNN. The MFCC frame is transformed into the spike domain using rank order encoding [78] and the resulting stimulus is propagated to the first layer of neurons. This layer, denoted L 1 , contains two neural ensembles representing the speaker and the background model, respectively. While the former model is trained on the voice of a certain speaker, the latter one is trained on the background noise of the audio stream. This system also collects opinions about the class label of the presented sequence of input frames, which is implemented by the second layer of the network. Layer L 2 consists of only two neurons, each of which accumulates information about whether a given frame corresponds to a certain speaker or to the background noise. Whenever an L 2 neuron is activated, the simulation of the network stops and the classification output is presented.
Audio-visual pattern recognition
The two recognition systems presented above were successfully combined, forming an audio-visual pattern recognition method. Both systems are trained individually, but their output is propagated to an additional supra-modal layer. The supra-modal layer integrates incoming sensory information from individual modalities and cross-modal connections enable the influence of one modality upon the other. A detailed discussion of this system along with experimental evidence is given in [87] and in the PhD dissertation of Simei Wysoski in [84] . A later study suggests that this system might be suitable not only for audio and visual pattern recognition problems, but also for more general brain-like multimodal information processing tasks [83, 89] .
Taste recognition
Another application of eSNN being discussed here investigates the use of a SNN for taste recognition in a gustatory model. The classification performance of eSNN was experimentally explored [70, 69] based on water and wine samples collected from [8] and [58] . The topology of the model consists of two layers. The first layer receives an input stimulus obtained from the mapping of a real-valued sensory data sample into spike trains using a rank order population encoding, cf. section 2.2. The weights from the first neural layer are subject to training according to the already discussed one-pass learning method. Finally, the output of the second neural layer determines the class label of the presented input stimulus.
The method was investigated in a number of scenarios, where the size of the datasets and the number of class labels was varied. Generally, eSNN reported promising results on both large and small datasets, which has motivated an FPGA hardware implementation of the system [91] .
Ecological modeling
The QiSNN framework as presented in section 2.4 was used in a case study on ecological modeling [64] . Meteorological data, such as monthly and seasonal temperature, rain fall and soil moisture recordings for different geographical sites, were compiled from published results, and each global site was labelled according to the presence or absence of the Mediterranean fruit-fly (a serious fruit pest). The study aimed towards the identification of important features relevant for predicting the presence/absence of this insect species. From 68 features, QiSNN identified 14 features to be of particular importance. These features were analyzed by an ecological expert and they compared well to results found in related studies. The clear potential for further improvement of classification accuracy with model refinement, as well as automatic optimisation of parameters, suggested QiSNN as an useful approach for the analysis and modelling of complex, noisy ecological data.
The same data was later revisited [63] and the experiments were repeated using the enhanced version of QiSNN (see section 2.4 for details). Compared to the original study, the number of features could be further decreased (down to nine relevant features) without affecting the overall classification accuracy. Related wrapper-based feature selection methods employing the same optimizer, i.e. vQEA, but a different classification algorithm, e.g. the Naïve Bayesian Classifier, identified significantly more features to be relevant on the same dataset.
Sign language recognition
The reSNN method discussed in section 3 is suitable to address spatio-temporal pattern recognition problems. In [67] , this method was investigated using a real-world dataset called LIBRAS [15] . LIBRAS is the acronym for LIngua BRAsileira de Sinais, which is the official Brazilian sign language. The data contains 15 hand movements (signs) to be learned and classified. The movements were obtained from recorded video of four different people performing the movements in two sessions. In total 360 videos have been recorded, each video showing one movement lasting for about seven seconds. From the videos 45 frames uniformly distributed over the seven seconds have then been extracted. In each frame, the centroid pixels of the hand are used to determine the movement. All samples have been organized in ten sub-datasets, each representing a different classification scenario. More comprehensive details about the dataset can be found in [15] . The data can be obtained from the UCI machine learning repository.
As shown in [67] , the classification performance of reSNN depends strongly on the employed readout method extracting the reservoir or liquid state at pre-defined time intervals. Using an analog readout technique, a good overall testing classification accuracy of around 82% was reported on this dataset. Additional optimization of the eSNN parameters and the features of the data using the DQiPSO algorithm further increased this accuracy to around 89% which compares very favourably to the results reported in [15] where a traditional Multilayer Perceptron was used.
Object movement recognition
In [41] , the deSNN model was applied for moving object recognition using AER taken from a silicon retina camera [47] . The case study data created aimed at investigating the efficiency of the method for collision avoidance prediction when fast objects are moving towards the observer.
EEG spatio/spectro temporal pattern recognition
In [52] , several eSNN architectures were investigated for the recognition of four EEG patterns, recorded when a subject is listening a sound, seeing an image, both, or no stimulus is presented. The best accuracy was obtained with the use of the deSNN when compared with the reSNN.
Summary and future directions
In this paper, we have surveyed the recent developments on the eSNN classification method. We reviewed algorithmic details on the learning algorithm, on the neural model and on the neural encoding. Numerous models were discussed and many applications and case studies in which the eSNN was successfully employed were presented.
The two models deSNN and reSNN, designed towards the processing of spatio-temporal real world data, appear especially interesting. Future studies will focus on the tighter integration of reservoir based techniques with the "evolving philosophy" of eSNN. Especially the automatic configuration of the reservoir represents a highly desirable goal. The large number of parameters in the reservoir is clearly a drawback of the presented reSNN despite the promising results that have been obtained with this method. Initial studies aiming for a better controlled reservoir have suggested some simple mechanisms adjusting the overall neural activity of recurrent SNN based on the strength of the input stimuli [66] . Some significantly improved separation capabilities of these adaptive reservoirs were reported based on synthetic datasets. Future studies are planned in which these findings are applied to the EEG based prediction of epileptic seizures.
Other directions involve the neurogenetic modeling approaches firstly introduced in [40, 4, 5] . The idea is to adapt the parameters of a SNN using an additional gene regulatory network which has to be optimized itself in order to achieve a desired network behavior of the SNN. Other studies have recently investigated this direction in the context of robotic controllers [51] , cognitive systems [36] and Alzheimer disease models [28] . A 3D eSNN computational neurogenetic model called NeuCube to map, learn and mine brain data, was proposed [29] . This model, if further developed, can facilitate efficient real time applications such as: EEG pattern recognition for BCI; fMRI pattern recognition; neurorehabilitation robotics; neuro-prosthetics; cognitive robots; personalized modeling for the prognosis of fatal events such as stroke and degenerative progression of brain disease, such as AD. A combination of the fast evolving one-pass learning of eSNN with the automatic parameter adaptation of a genetically controlled recurrent SNN could open the path for numerous relevant real-world applications including neuromorphic computation systems [26, 27, 39] .
